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TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING TEACHERS in TOWNSHIPS

950 LEARNERS 
REACHED 2 700+ LEARNERS 

REACHED

10 PRINCIPALS 
TRAINED 9 PRINCIPALS 

TRAINED

47 TEACHERS 
TRAINED 9 TEACHERS 

TRAINED 115+ TEACHERS 
TRAINED

42 PARENTS 
ENGAGED 23 EDUCARES

INVOLVED

Starting Chance at a Glance – Our Work and Impact
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Phase 2: Mzamomhle

Phase 2: Likonithemba

Phase 2: Ikusasalethu

Phase 2: Sakhuluntu
Phase 2: Lonwaba Special Needs Centre

Mfuleni Centre for early Childhood Development

Blooming Stars

Little StarsEmmanuel

Expanding our Footprint –
Upscaling reach and impact

It is my pleasure to report that Starting Chance had a successful 
first year, delivering a wide range of positive impacts as we seek 
to upscale our programme to reach more children in Mfuleni.

Key to upscaling is to build the Training and Development 
Team so that we are able to reach further into the ECD 
community in Mfuleni to accelerate the improvement and 
implementation of learning programmes. The Trustees are 
delighted to welcome Ms Bonita Petersen to our Training and 
Development team. Bonita’s Grade-R expertise will strengthen 
support to teachers helping learners to begin building a firm 
foundation for primary school.

On completion of our selection process five more principals 
joined the full Starting Chance programme bringing the total 
number of enrolled schools to nine. We are especially pleased 
to welcome Lonwabo Special Needs Centre to the programme.

Readers of this report will no doubt be aware of the 
difficult business environment that our principals, as women 
entrepreneurs, face. With the cost of living and unemployment 
rising, up to 20% of the parent body are unable to pay their 
monthly fees. Cash flow difficulty is further exacerbated by the 

tendency for parents to prematurely remove their children to 
avoid paying fees for months in which holidays occur. 

These factors make our work all the more urgent. Financial 
sustainability of educares is being seriously threatened. 
Consequently we are seeing greater:
•  Turnover of teachers – many of whom earn well below 50% 

of the minimum wage;
• Requests for assistance with meeting rising food costs.

Starting Chance is responding to these challenges by seeking 
to accelerate the upliftment of educares and enable principals 
to register their facilities. This report outlines some of the 
measures we are taking to achieve this. Access to subsidies 
made possible by registration (provided that they are paid 
timeously) remains a vital lifeline to smooth cash flows. Once 
a subsidy is won, principals can improve staff retention by 
paying better salaries, increase the quality of child nutrition 
and improve the quality of learning environments.

Monitoring research continues to show that a better start is 
the way to a better future.

It is enormously encouraging to report that our donor 
base is growing and, more importantly, partners and friends of 
Starting Chance are underpinning their ongoing commitment 
by increasing their funding and support. We feel blessed – it 
is truly humbling and uplifting to work with you to assist 
principals, teachers and parents to support so many children 
to reach their true potential!

Dr Ian Corbett
CHAIRMAN
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S
We estimate that there are as many as 50 ECDs in Mfuleni. Most 
operate with fewer than 80 children.

Little Stars is the first educare supported by Starting Chance 
to have won access to a subsidy during 2016. Starting Chance 
researchers, Lo Dagerman and Brian Levy, are revisiting their 
pre-subsidy economic study to determine the impact that 
winning access to the government subsidy has on enterprise 
development and sustainability. Our financial model for ECD 
operation based on realistic operating costs immediately 
shows the potential turnaround that can be achieved. The 
surplus funds can enable a principal to address the retention 
of staff, improvement of nutrition quality and provide funds for 
maintenance and improvement projects. 

Given the obstacle to progress posed by the absence 
of optimal sites on which ECD facilities can be developed, 
Starting Chance will continue to proactively seek ways to 
assist more principals to develop their small enterprise-scale 

educational businesses. Having found that economies of scale 
make a huge impact in this environment, we will continue 
seeking opportunities to build larger facilities capable of 
accommodating 120 to 200 children.

We will also actively seek opportunities to further underpin 
the positive impact of the Starting Chance Programme by 
including interventions that improve early child health and 
nutrition as elements of our holistic, whole-child developmental 
focus.  

As we work to improve the ECD facilities, we hope to create 
the opportunity for mothers to enter the workforce where they 
can build their careers with the confidence of knowing their 
children are not just well cared for, but also receive a great start 
for their educational journey.
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Shack to Chic – developing small 
enterprise & broadening impact

For many principals running an educare 

is driven by a passion for children, not a 

pathway to wealth. As one principal told 

me recently:

 “It’s been hard, I haven’t been able to pay 

myself a salary for four months”.

Rising food costs present one of the 

biggest problems principals are trying to 

contend with. When margins are tight, 

every month is a balancing act, and 

something has to suffer.

The Challenge of ECD Viability
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Many children have their main meal of the 

day at their educare. Access to subsidies 

enables principals to improve nutrition 

quality which is important to improve 

learning. Staff turnover is one of the 

biggest factors that negatively impacts the 

sustainability of our work. Staff turnover 

often peaks at the end of November when 

disillusioned teachers face two months 

of hardship because there is no income 

from school fees to pay salaries. Access to 

subsidies can change that provided they 

are paid on time.

The Impact of Subsidy Access
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T
Starting Chance development programmes are driven from a 
well-resourced Early Childhood “Hub” facility. The Hub provides 
a Resource Centre that supports participating satellite facilities.
Experience and resources flow from the Hub out into the 
broader early childhood development community enabling 
broad, deep reach and maximum upliftment of a diverse range 
of learning environments of varying quality.
Starting Chance is currently working to accelerate capability 
development in nine facilities. The facilities were selected 
according to a well-defined set of criteria. On entry to the 
programme each facility is comprehensively evaluated in order 
to identify the specific requirements each facility must meet to 
be able to register with the Department of Social Development, 
and produce a quality learning environment for children.

Starting Chance does not aim to replace formal 
qualifications acquired through Further Education Training 
(FET) Colleges but to support the acquisition of practical skills 
through in-service training in the classroom.

Our aim is to enable the principals of small to medium 
enterprises in the township communities within the Cape Town 
metropolitan area that focus on the provision of Early Childhood 
Development to transform their learning environments with 
the goal of producing school-ready children with an excellent 
foundation through to Grade R.

We offer a variety of different types of training which 
address the gaps we have seen in the ECERS analysis. 

The Training and Development Programme is carefully 
structured to transfer the knowledge, understanding and 
practical skills required to effectively apply the Integrated Day 
methodology. There are four key elements to the programme 
which is delivered from a central hub.

Children learn through play, acquiring the foundational 
principles that will hold them in good stead for the rest of their 
lifelong learning journey.

Training and Development

Hub 
provides 
resources 
for nine 

educares

Rotational Visits
Field workers visit all 

schools to role model 
best practice and help 
to implement training

Professional 
Development
Monthly workshops 

for principals and 
teachers

Resource 
Training

Training held at 
two levels 

once a week in the 
resource centre

Educational 
Outings

Two per year for 
all nine schools 

including a pre-outing 
workshop and post-

outing activities
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Progress
•  During this year we have seen growth and development. 

We have scaled up to increase to nine schools that are 
supported by Starting Chance. We have also formalised the 
Training Teachers in Township workshops (TTinT) and we 
have fourteen educares that have registered with us.

•  We have employed a new field worker, who specialises in 
Grade R and this has enabled us to deliver two levels of 
training to our teachers. 

•  The Professional Development workshops have proved to 
be a great success and we have been greatly encouraged 
by the enthusiasm and commitment shown by our 
principals and their teachers.

•  Through our monitoring and evaluating we have seen 
great improvement in the nature and science in the 
classrooms as well as the language to develop reasoning. 

•  We have seen great growth of leadership in Sandra Lucas, 
principal of our hub school. Sandra is now leading the way 
for other principals and the result of her school being rated 
in the top ten schools in the informal settlement in the 
Western Cape is testimony to this. 

•  It is exciting to witness the passion and determination 
in our principals and their teachers. Our education 
coordinator Meryl Fourie and our two field workers 
Nombulelo and Bonita have worked hard to transform 
our schools and the ECERS show how their hard work is 
bringing wonderful results and change.

Mfuleni 
CECD

Teachers 11
Children 209

Little Stars
Teachers 4
Children 52

Lonwabo
Teachers 4
Children 33

4

11

Blooming 
Stars

Teachers 10
Children 234

Likonithemba
Teachers 4
Children 62

3

10

Ikusasalethu
Teachers 3
Children 74

21

98

Emmanuel
Teachers 2
Children 40

Mzamomhle
Teachers 5

Children 115

5

12

Sakhuluntu
Teachers 5
Children 72

6 7

13 14

Schools supported by Starting Chance
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A
In order to run a project effectively and ensure progress, 
monitoring and evaluation is fundamental to success. 
Assessments form a key part of the Starting Chance Model. 
However, we ensure that the assessments are part of effective 
planning, they focus on how the participants learn and they 
become a key professional skill for our practitioners. As many 
of our teachers and principals come off a very low educational 
base themselves, it is imperative the assessments are sensitive 
and constructive and promote the understanding of common 
goals and criteria. Most importantly, they focus on the positive 
and support our practitioners to understand their areas of 
expertise where they can improve.

We approach assessments holistically and comprehensively. 
To monitor and evaluate our schools and their teachers we 
use the internationally recognised ECERS rating scale (Early 
Childhood Environment Rating Scale). When new schools join 
our programme, we do a baseline evaluation conducted by an 
independent assessor. The evaluations are repeated annually. 
The scores are evaluated and individual report back sessions 

are conducted with the school principals and their teachers. 
We use the results of these evaluations to tailor our training 
plans and how they are implemented in the classrooms.

It is fascinating to see that even when our schools have 
completed a three year training and development programme 
with Starting Chance, they request ongoing ECERS evaluations 
and feedback. We have seen remarkable progress over the five 
years we have been running this programme. Testament to 
this came in February 2017 when our Hub school, Mfuleni ECD 
run by Sandra Lucas, was rated in the top 10 informal educares 
in the Western Cape; one of their teachers was in the top 10 
teachers in the Western Cape and a teacher from Blooming 
Stars was named Best Practitioner in informal educares in 
the Western Cape. The principals and teachers all remarked 
that their success was due to the training and development 
programme they had been through with Starting Chance.

In addition to the ECERS evaluations, Starting Chance field 
workers perform weekly evaluations which are used to award 
best performance for schools and teachers on a monthly basis. 

Assessments – 
Monitoring and Evaluation

Nozipho Activities 2016

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fine motor

Art

Music

Blocks

Sand/water

Dramatic play

Nature/science

Maths

This graph shows 2016 Ecers results for class activities for Nozipho, voted 

best practitioner for 2016 in the Western Cape informal sector.

Independent assessment using ECERS shows the outstanding quality of 

Nozipho’s teaching across the curriculum creating an excellent Grade R learning 

environment.  

Opposite page, left to right: 

2016 Award winners – Virginia MECD, 

runner up best practitioner; 

Sandra, principal MCED top 10 school; 

Philiswa, principal Blooming Stars and 

Nozipho, Blooming Stars best practitioner
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The awards take the form of tokens which can be exchanged 
for school equipment at the Starting Chance “shop” each 
month at a “Café Together” session. This is a highlight for our 
schools as their teachers are recognised by their colleagues 
through an opportunity to share their “best practice moments” 
during Café Together.

During our professional development workshops held 
monthly, we train and help our teachers to assess children in 
their classrooms so that they can meet the needs of the children 
more effectively. This is an ongoing process as most of our 

teachers have never been exposed to the intricacies involved 
in evaluating children and their milestones. The exciting part of 
all this is to see the passion and desire of our teachers to know 
more by developing their skills and knowledge to continue to 
improve performance.

Used professionally, monitoring and assessment need not 
be scary or threatening. Our positive approach and constructive 
feedback enables personal growth and ultimately improves the 
learning environment, helping to give the children a starting 
chance on their educational journey.
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R
It is imperative that children in our townships are ready for 
school. This is our ultimate aim and it is vital to do this because 
key research funded by the South African Human Rights 
Commission shows: if you start behind, you stay behind. 

The red line in this graph (source: SAHRC & UNICEF, 2014, 
Poverty traps and social exclusion among children in South 
Africa. Pretoria: SAHRC) shows the learning trajectory children 
attending well-performing schools are likely to achieve in 
maths – the blue line shows the level their counterparts who 
outnumber them will most likely achieve in schools that teach 
less effectively. The learning differential potentially increases to 
4.5 grades by the time the learner reaches Grade 12 (17 to 18 
years old). 

The sad reality is that this means that by the age of nine the 

fate of many of South Africa’s children is sealed – a poor start 
with their Foundation Phase education has already confined 
them to a life of poverty, trapped by a lack of education. Kept 
there by their inability to win employment because they lack 
development of basic skills such as numeracy.

Apart from the training and development programmes 
that Starting Chance offers, we recognise the importance of 
engagement with the parent body of the children who attend 
the Starting Chance schools. We have tried different formats, 
but this year we have found that “knowledge exchange” 
workshops with parents are a very powerful way to engage 
the parents and encourage them to participate in and support 
their child at school and at home. The parents attended school 
for the day and participated in the same routine that their child 

Ready for School
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would follow on a daily basis. They were encouraged to ask 
questions, engage with their child’s teacher and take home a 
Starting Chance Home Pack which would help them to help 
their child at home.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the wonderful/
creative workshop today – I really enjoyed my time spent at my 
child’s school.

 – Nceba Mbonomtsha

Thank you so much for the workshop – it was awesome and I 
learned so much.

 – Mihlali’s mother

By working together with the teachers, the children and their 
parents, we believe we can help our children to be ready for 
school to give them a wonderful start for their educational 
future.
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T
In order to help our teachers and principals to become 
professional and well organised, Starting Chance with its 
partners UCT, Home Choice, Tenet and Comsol, has opened a 
purpose built computer lab at the Mfuleni ECD and a set up set 
down computer lab at Blooming Stars. Teachers and Principals 
are invited to participate in three levels of computer training. 

Once completed, the participants are able to conduct 
their teaching administration duties, create educational aids 
and games, do college assignments and stay connected with 
colleagues and friends. Our teachers and principals have found 
this opportunity both fulfilling and challenging. Most of them 
had never touched a computer before. It has been very exciting 
to see their development and the positive effect of self-belief.

We also believe in introducing fun play on tablets for our 
children at our Starting Chance schools. The children enjoy 
15 to 20 minutes of tablet fun once a week. The educational 
programmes on the tablets link to what is happening in the 
classroom. This has been a highlight for the children. It is 
carefully monitored and controlled and has had positive effects 
on key learning milestones.

In the communications age, we are committed to making 
internet access available to our schools. In partnership with 
Tenet, we currently have wireless connections at three of our 
schools. We hope to connect each school as it is upgraded. 
This is not without challenge. As we look to extend the wireless 
network, and thus the internet connectivity, the major problem 
that we encounter is the stability of the network. The Mfuleni 
area has several high-lying areas which affect our direct line 
of sight and is proving a challenge as the number of schools 
increase. 

Access to the internet and resources is critical and potential 
solutions and partners are required. A short-term solution 
would be to provide 3G routers and mobile connectivity, but 
this is costly and is not a long-term solution.

Tech Savvy –
Teachers and Children
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Access to tablets for the child of the future 
and computer training for the teacher of tomorrow.

Tech Savvy Team Development

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Mfuleni

Blooming Stars

Little Stars

Emmanuel

Ikusasalethu

Likonothemba

Sakhuluntu

Mzamomhle

Lonwabo

Phase 1
Principals trained

Phase 2 
Principals in training

Phase 1
Teachers trained

Phase 2
Teachers in training

The use of computers by Phase 1 principals and teachers 
continues to improve financial management and admini-
stration. Many teachers now produce their own teaching 

material, including innovative games for children to play. 
Computer training was initially extended to Phase 2 principals. 
Teacher training will start during 2017.
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Friends of Starting Chance

Early in 2016, Kirsty Hatt, an independent media specialist who 
helps us with our website, met Christiaan Greyling and they 
got chatting. One day he decided to catch a bus and train to 
work. Experiencing the hassles of using public transport in 
South Africa blew his mind - no wonder people were always 
arriving late! He became deeply aware of how privileged he 
was to be able to drive himself to work each day! In response, he 
decided to give up that privilege for a week. Linking this to his 
trail running, he camped for a week on top of Table Mountain, 
running each morning and evening to work and back. He also 
wanted to make a difference to a charity. He selected Starting 
Chance and made a personal donation equivalent to the 
amount of money saved in fuel and electricity for that week. 
With the assistance of Kirsty, he encouraged others to sponsor 
him, raising further funds for our programmes. Apart from the 
money, this amazing initiative gave Starting Chance a great 
deal of exposure. Suddenly we were on the map!

We decided to send out a challenge to friends we 
knew around the world. “Who would like to do something 
different to raise funds for us?”

And so “Friends of Starting Chance” was born and 
extraordinary things began to happen all over the globe.

Have you ever wondered what makes a person commit 
to making a difference? We do all the time as special people 
around the world humble us with their commitment to action 
and support Starting Chance in bringing a quality education 
to young learners in the Mfuleni community near Cape Town. 

The encouragement we receive through the actions of 
Friends of Starting Chance goes way beyond a donation.  Most 
importantly, it is our friends who encourage us, when barriers 
to progress seem insurmountable, to push through to make 
a difference. Their impact is enormous, their encouragement 
priceless, and the fun they bring infectious!

We have had the privilege of hosting a number of visits from 
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friends of Starting Chance from all over the globe. These visits 
have an enormous impact on our schools, their children and 
the teachers. There is a hum of excitement when the schools 
know there will be visitors – the children love to show what 
they are doing especially when they can share their singing 
and dancing. There is something really humbling about seeing 
real education happening in a dilapidated shack. The teachers 
take a pride in their work and love the opportunity to share 
their passion with friends. For the principals, who are women 
entrepreneurs, it’s a 
chance to put their 
schools on the global 
map and feel they are 
professional.

I feel honoured, well 
known, cared for and 
respected.

 – Princess - 
Ikusasalethu

It has a great impact on the visitors too. 

It was an outstanding morning. Our friends were very moved by 
the experience. Liza and I are tremendously impressed by the 
continued progress and effectiveness of Starting Chance. 

 – Michael levy (USA)

The work of Starting Chance is both daunting and inspiring. 
Perhaps dauntspirational is the right word.

 – Jonathan Brodie (SA)

The visit in Mfuleni and your schools was very interesting. We think 
you and your teachers are doing a fantastic work for all those 
children.

 – Karin Hansson (Sweden)

Our Cape Town visit, which allowed us to meet these beautiful 
children, is something Walter and I will never forget.

 – Debbie Goldberg (USA)
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Starting Chance Friends have raised over R1.5 million this year 
and together they have built a playground, financed a new 
field worker for us, provided activity packs for over 50 schools, 
taken children on awesome outings and a whole lot more 
besides. They have ridden a bicycle, run around mountains, 
stood at markets, had dinner parties, packed boxes, had parties 
with a purpose and above all they have put their hands up and 
said, “How can we help?” (Visit http://www.startingchance.org.
za/friends-of-starting-chance/ to see what people have done)

There are many ways Friends of Starting Chance CAN 
encourage and support us. 

The environment that Starting Chance operates in is 
fluid and changeable. Often needs and directions change as 
unexpected situations arise in unpredictable ways.  

Friends of Starting Chance always have the freedom to 
select how their donation will be used based on our portfolio 
of active projects, which change on a regular basis as new 
opportunities are identified.

Shack to Chic Training & 
Development Assessments Readiness Tech Savvy

Active Projects: 
Lonwabo Special Needs School 
Emmanuel Educare  
Ikasasalethu Educare Upgrade 
Likonethemba Educare 
Mzamomhle Educare 
Sakhuluntu Grade R Facility

Starting Chance Resource 
Centre: 
Funding to grow & sustain 
fieldworkers 
Starting Chance vehicle 
Incentive shop supplies Printing 
consumables

Active Assessments: 
ECERS Baseline assessment 
ECERS Annual monitoring & 
evaluation

Projects Requiring Funding: 
Longitudinal monitoring of 
impact

Active Projects: 
Computer training: 
• Teachers 
• Principals 
• Parents 
Stabilisation of Internet Network  

Current Needs: 
Outdoor Play Materials & 
Equipment 
Educational Equipment 
Mattresses 
Special Needs Transport Vehicle 
Indoor furnishings for schools

Training Teachers in 
Townships: 
Funding for Worskhop packs 
Funding for workshop food and 
drink 
Funding for team building away 
days 
Parent Day info packs and 
workshops 

Current Needs: 
Fees for ECERS Assessor course 
Funding to develop tablet App 
ECERS assessment costs 

Current Support Needs: 
Funding for facilitator for 
downstream learner homework 
support in Starting 
Chance computer labs

Current needs: 
Funding for Training Facilitator 
MS Office Licenses 
Printing capability for Labs 
Funding for security 
enhancements

S T A R T
Starting Chance Programmes and their Needs
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Partners and Donors
Baloo Plumbing

Bairnsleigh Pre Primary
Book Mark

CGI
Compass
Comsol

Euroshelf
Gapp

Global impact Social Advisory
Henwoods Attorneys 

Home Choice
INCA

Isolite Ceiling Boards
Kamoeba
Laura Smit

Lionel Waker
Love to Langa

MacNeil
Makro

Merrypak
Marianne Liebenberg Design

Ortsacape
Pearson Books

Prominent Paints
Reyana Catering

Semantica
Steel and Pipes for Africa

Sweet Valley Primary School
Tenet

Tiletoria
Titanium Paints

True Roots
UCT

Walraven.Sax
Watertite Guttering
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The testimoney (pardon the pun) of Starting Chance’s finances 
since it came into being in late 2015 to the date of this report, 
has been one of blessing, blessing and more blessing. As a serial 
NPO-treasurer, I will admit that it often feels like the financial 
side of NPO-work is the dark side. I guess it’s understandable 
that on the operational side, where it all happens, there are 
usually many happy and encouraging stories. On the financial 
side, it’s often a case of stretched budgets, underpaid staff and 
funding appeals.

It has therefore been amazing to see how the resources that 
we need have appeared, sometimes from the most unlikely 
and unexpected sources, in an abundance that I like to believe 
is a divine “YES” to the work that Starting Chance has achieved. 
From a promise of massive infrastructure funding coming out 
of an informal meeting, to a Ramadan-charity gift from an 
individual in the UAE, to a restaurant randomly picking Starting 
Chance to benefit from their Valentine’s charity evening, to 
a group of Party-with-a-purpose Animals selecting Starting 
Chance as their purpose; as trustees we have sat wide-eyed 
and with mouths hanging open watching the blessing pour in.

The funding has enabled us to continue the expansion of 
our process of infrastructure upgrades to reach more facilities 
in Mfuleni (read more on that elsewhere in this annual report). 
We’ve also been able to support one facility financially in the 
vulnerable time between finalising infrastructure upgrades and 
weaving through the red tape to a registration that unlocks the 
social grants that make these amazing facilities sustainable. Our 
program of taking children on educational outings continued 
to expand their minds and widen their eyes. And most exciting, 
we have been able to double our field worker staff contingent, 
having a huge impact on the training and support of the 
principals and teachers in the many schools and facilities with 
which we work. 

Finally, we’ve been able to set money aside to start building 
an endowment that will hopefully grow to produce an income 
to self-fund the amazing work being done.

SNAPSHOT OF FINANCIAL FIGURES  FOR 2016/2017

Total income R3,553,505

Project expenditure R1,058,605 
(94% of total expenditure)

Admin expenditure R68,076

Transfer to endowment R40,044

Funds available for on-
going infrastructure 
projects 

R2,213,556

Funds available for 
on-going training, 
development and other 
activities

R298,998

A full set of financials is available on request.

Starting Chance 2016/17 Financial Report



You made us realise the importance of our job. Today I am proudly saying I am a Teacher!” 
 – Noma-Fese, Blooming Stars Educare, November 2016



www.startingchance.org.za

We are a Christian based Not for Profit Organisation passionate about giving children in the ECD sector 
a Starting Chance on their educational journey. 

Starting Chance is registered as a Section 18A Public Benefit Organisation.
Accordingly, all donations we receive from South African residents are eligible for tax deduction subject to the 

provisions of the Income Tax Act.
Receipts in support of tax deductibility are issued on request.
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